What is “Decent and Stable Work”?
Paula Gowdie Rose
The phrase “Decent and Stable Work” is ambiguous, enigmatic, interesting, and a relatively new
concept for most of us. It includes “precarity” or “precarious work”, but decent and stable work
involves so much more. According to the Law Commission of Ontario, precarious work has:
“less job security, few if any benefits and minimal control over working conditions.
Precarious work may be contract, part-time, self-employment or temporary work [and while
this affects] all groups of workers, women, racialized persons and recent immigrants are
more likely to be “vulnerable workers” engaged in precarious work”1.
The International Labour Organization (ILO) defines “Decent work”:
“Decent work sums up the aspirations of people in their working lives. It involves
opportunities for work that is productive and delivers a fair income, security in the
workplace and social protection for families, better prospects for personal development and
social integration, freedom for people to express their concerns, organize and participate in
the decisions that affect their lives and equality of opportunity and treatment for all women
and men.”
(https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/decent-work/lang--en/index.htm)
In other words, “decent and stable work” is not just about fair wages. Decent and stable work
involves benefits, a workplace environment/culture that has equitable, inclusive and positive
workplace practices that value workers. Moreover, decent and stable work enables workers to
have positive experiences inside and outside the workplace.
But, you may say, “aren’t we asking too much of work? Isn’t work simply about paying the bills?”
There are many reasons people worki. The most obvious reason is that people need money to
finance their lives – to pay for the basics, i.e., food, shelter, clothing, and to satisfy other needs. For
many people, work is about much more than the responsibilities completed in the position(s) they
hold. Work is about the responsibilities of the position(s), how people are treated in the workplace,
the workplace environment/culture and its impacts on individuals while in the workplace or at work,
as well as outside of the workplace. For many people, work is part of their identities; it’s where
they find meaning for their lives, satisfaction in the workplace and outside the workplace.
Ultimately, “satisfaction” comes from knowing that we are safe, valued and treated fairly –
equitably – in our work and workplaces. “Safety” obviously includes the physical but what is often
overlooked and dismissed is the psychological safety of workers. In other words, the treatment of
workers as directed by organizational policies, processes and practices, can have negative mental
health impacts for workers. Treatment that perpetuates inequities in the workplace.
When a worker’s mental health is negatively impacted by workplace practices, the effects spills
over into the other parts of that person’s life. For example, making and maintaining positive
relationships, making good lifestyle choices, maintaining healthy food choices and habits, satisfying
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the other parts of their being in order to maintain wellness2, pursuing aspirations, etc. Mental health
effects of the workplace were acknowledged by the Psychological Health and Safety in the
Workplace Standards. The Canadian Standard as it has come to be known, was launched in 2013
with objectives of “promoting mental health and preventing psychological harm at work”
(https://www.mentalhealthcommission.ca/English/what-we-do/workplace/national-standard). The
Canadian Standards is a voluntary set of guidelines and so it is the choice of employers to adopt the
guidelines. To the best of my knowledge, at the time of drafting this article York University had
not adopted the Standards.
Additionally, researchers and practitioners have acknowledged mental health in the workplace, its’
impacts on workers and its’ relevance to decent and stable work – see ii.
Which of the following scenario(s) would you consider “decent and stable work”?
The following fictionalized work scenarios are provided as illustrations (answer provided below):
Scenario 1: Young white female, single parent to three children. She finished high school but her
plans to pursue a college diploma ended abruptly by her first pregnancy. She works
three part time low-waged jobs to pay the rent with a little bit left over each month.
She’s grateful for government monthly child benefits and her mother who helps to
“keep an eye” on the children while she works. Other than OHIP Ontario's health care
plan, she has no additional health benefits or other financial or community supports.
Scenario 2: Middle aged white male in an executive leadership position. He sets his own hours
and has staff who works for him. He travels 10 weeks each year with his family, owns
his own home, a boat and vacation home and has an extensive benefits package,
including health, clothing, housing and others.
Scenario 3: A young, racialized couple, recently emigrated to Canada as they qualified for the
immigration access program. Educated and making above average salaries in their
country of origin but Canada offered a “better life” for them and their children. In
Canada now for four months and still not able to find work in their fields of study or
experience, the wife takes a factory job paying a third of her former salary and is daily
demeaned by her supervisor and the other workers. She feels helpless as there is no
one to turn to at the workplace for assistance. She has to work even when she and her
children are sick because if she does not work, she does not get paid. She is rarely
able to leave the factory on time at the end of her shift even though her supervisor
knows that she has to pick up her children from daycare by a certain time each evening
and that she has no established social network yet in Canada to rely on. The husband
fares no better and with a medical degree, resorts to driving for Uber to support his
family. After all, as the man of the house, he was raised to take care of his family.
Since they are new to Canada, they have limited access to governmental supports and
does not have additional health benefits or other financial supports. Also, they cannot
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be truthful about their circumstances to their parents who are back in their home
country because they believe their children are “living life large” in Canada.
Scenario 4: Single Black female. Successfully completed three university degrees with
honourable mentions because her life experiences and those of other Black peoples
have taught her that she must “work three times as hard as the others to get ahead”.
She found full time work that pays better than minimum wage, has extended health
benefits and is unionized. She is the only racialized employee in her department, is
expected to do the grunt work without question and is given excessive amounts of
work to complete. She does not take paid breaks, does not take her lunches, works
unpaid hours outside of her work hours and is not included in departmental activities.
Her opinions are never requested but when she tries to provide feedback she is
prohibited. She does not have the support of her manager or her colleagues. Her
workplace is toxic. The quality of her work is stellar, but she has to “fight” to obtain
the same type of equipment and tools provided to her non-racialized colleague in order
to do her work. She contacts her union rep but no real support is provided because the
union rep has not had any training in equity, diversity and inclusion and so does not
understand the issues. She decides to deal with the situation on her own. She works
an exorbitant number of unpaid hours and deals with the excessive demands of her job
and after 6 years, she is diagnosed with a mental health condition by her healthcare
provider. WSIB denies her workplace injury claim. The extended insurance provider
denies her injury claim. She is now off work, has exhausted her sick days and sick
benefits with no financial supports or way to continue treatment for her health
condition while she awaits appeals on her WSIB and extended health care claims.
Scenario 5: Middle aged white lady, married with two children. She has worked in the same
department for the past fifteen years and is part of a union. She has the support of her
manager, and since first arriving as the department secretary, has been successful in
attaining the office coordinator’s role. While not the manager, her position as a lead
hand/supervisor affords her some authority in the unit. She is able to take her breaks
and lunches and leaves the office each day at the end of her paid hours. Most
importantly, she ensures that her staff follows the same practices. Moreover, she
makes it a priority to build positive working relationships with her staff members –
they have regular meetings, establish positive workplace practices, have developed
good working relationships, feel comfortable speaking with her privately about their
life circumstances because they know that she will safeguard any information they
share with her. She advocates for herself, as well as her staff to her manager. A
crucial priority for her is to ensure that the work of the unit is completed but that staff
in the unit feel safe in their work and the workplace. She has extended health benefits.
Answer: Decent and Stable Work: Scenarios 2 and 5.
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Some resources for a deeper exploration of work (Passport York credentials are required to access the articles
at York University Libraries):
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